A fully three-dimensional computer simulation of an ideal electron magnetohydrodynamical plasma is performed. By introducing various pulsed inductive antenna sources, magnetic helicity (H R A ? B dV ) injection is studied. Confirming experimental results, a simple loop provides no net helicity injection. Linked and knotted antennas, however, do inject helicity and preferentially radiate whistler wave packets parallel or antiparallel to the ambient magnetic field. Relative efficiencies of these antennas are reported as well as their unique directional properties. [S0031-9007(97) [2] [3] [4] . While it has been pointed out that H is not gauge invariant, this is only a problem if a flux tube spans a boundary on which the normal component of B is nonzero [5] . Here the focus in on the less complicated infinite plasma approximation without boundaries, so that, as long as the gauge does not change, H remains a good measure of the topology [6] .
A fully three-dimensional computer simulation of an ideal electron magnetohydrodynamical plasma is performed. By introducing various pulsed inductive antenna sources, magnetic helicity (H R A ? B dV ) injection is studied. Confirming experimental results, a simple loop provides no net helicity injection. Linked and knotted antennas, however, do inject helicity and preferentially radiate whistler wave packets parallel or antiparallel to the ambient magnetic field. Relative efficiencies of these antennas are reported as well as their unique directional properties. The ideal conducting fluid described by the electron magnetohydrodynamical (EMHD) [1] equation
exhibits a freezing of the magnetic field, B, into the flow of the electron fluid, v e . This is analogous to the freezing of B into the total fluid velocity (electrons and ions), v e becomes v, in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), or the freezing of the vorticity, B ! V, into nonconducting ideal fluid flow, v e ! v. Topologically, this freezing means that if a magnetic flux tube is initially knotted or if two tubes are linked, they will remain that way. Conservation of knottiness, linkage, and twisting are described by the quantity, magnetic helicity, H R A ? B dV [2] [3] [4] . While it has been pointed out that H is not gauge invariant, this is only a problem if a flux tube spans a boundary on which the normal component of B is nonzero [5] . Here the focus in on the less complicated infinite plasma approximation without boundaries, so that, as long as the gauge does not change, H remains a good measure of the topology [6] .
There has been much speculation about helicity injection via MHD waves in tokamaks for current drive [7, 8] , as well as in coronal loops for heating [9] . Finally, a theory employing helicity conservation has been used recently to explain the phenomena of ball lightning [10] .
The EMHD approximation for plasmas is characterized by faster time scales (v ci , v , v ce ͞2 , v pe ), where v ci͞e is the ion/electron gyrofrequency and v pe is the electron plasma frequency. In this regime Hall currents dominate while immobile ions form only a neutralizing background and displacement currents are negligible (= 3 B m 0 J e 1 m 0 J source ). The EMHD approximation has many manifestations in plasma science, namely the ionosphere of the earth [11, 12] , plasma opening switches [13] , and helicon generated plasmas for semiconductor processing [14] [15] [16] [17] . Additionally, in EMHD the whistler/helicon wave constitutes the fundamental oscillation.
The simplicity of the ideal EMHD equation of the evolution for the magnetic field suggests that the experimental studies of helicity transport by whistler wave packets in large laboratory plasmas (diameter ¿ l Ќ , length ¿ l jj ) [18] [19] [20] [21] may be confirmed and extended by means of a computer simulation. Here v e is replaced by 2J e ͞n e e and n e const. The sources are assumed to be thin loops or knots (width , c͞v pe ) that induce plasma currents, but do not collect or emit particles so that EMHD approximation is valid everywhere. Because only the magnetic field need be stored at each spatial point fully three-dimensional simulations are possible even on personal computers.
A fully explicit Euler method is chosen to step the linear approximation of Eq. (1) ͓= 3 ͑v e 3 B͒ ! = 3 ͑v e 3 B 0 ͔͒ in time. The temporal derivative is replaced by a first-order forward difference, while the spatial derivatives are replaced with second-order central differences. The method is stable provided that Dt # ͑Dx͒ 2 ͞2a, where Dt is the time step, Dx is the spatial step (in x, y, or z), and a ͑s Hall m 0 ͒ 21 with s Hall n e e͞B 0 . For a 1 cm spatial grid, and plasma parameters chosen to be the same as reported in earlier experiments (B 0 20 G, n e 7 3 10 11 cm 23 ), the time step required is Dt # 3.5 3 10 29 s. For all runs Dt 10 210 s is used. Since the simulation grid must be made finite in size, care must be taken to specify a boundary condition that is physical. The aim here is that the grid is a subvolume of an infinite plasma and that all radiation is transmitted through the simulation boundary. This turns out to be a difficult task and is of keen interest in spacephysics simulation [22] . The simplest solution is to place a damping barrier around the subvolume [23] . If the damping region is of adequate size, a minimal amount of energy is reflected back towards the source from the boundary. The width of the boundary is chosen so that it is approximately half the wavelength of the longest whistler wave of interest.
As a test and calibration of this simulation method, the experimental results of a simple loop antenna whose dipole 0031-9007͞97͞79(5)͞837(4)$10.00moment is parallel with the ambient magnetic field are reproduced [18] . The pulsed loop current is modeled as a current annulus with Gaussian distribution
where t 0 0.1 ms, r 0 is the radius of the loop (here 3 cm), z 0 is the location of the origin (here 0), t width controls the width of the pulse (here 0.05 ms), and r width z width give the loop a finite spatial extent (here 1 cm). The simulation is run for 3000 time steps ͑0.3 ms). At any time step the magnetic vector potential, A͑r͒ = 3 B͑r͒, is calculated from a Fourier transform technique. B͑r͒ is transformed to B͑k͒, A͑k͒ is calculated algebraically assuming = ? A 0, and A͑r͒ is derived from the inverse transform. The magnetic helicity density is then available for investigation.
In Fig. 1 , the A ? B is displayed as a cutaway isosurface at t 0.25 ms after the turn-on of the current pulse and directly after the turn-off. Whistler wave packets, each carrying an equal but opposite amount of helicity density, travel in opposite directions ͑6z͒ away from the antenna. The antenna does not inject helicity; it merely acts as a helicity pump by causing a flow of helicity density from the 2z side to the 1z side. This is wholly consistent with experimental results. Finally, a single calibration factor for the field strength is derived from this run and the experiments and is used on all subsequent trials.
It has been reported previously that circularly polarized waves, such as transverse Alfvén waves, whistler waves, or electromagnetic waves in vacuum carry a time averaged helicity density, ͗h͘ B 2 ͞k (where k is the mag- nitude of the wave vector) as they propagate [5, 24, 25] . Since it has been shown here that a simple loop cannot transfer helicity to the plasma via whistlers some symmetry breaking scheme must be used if helicity is to be injected. We demonstrate here that linked and knotted antennas couple preferentially to the helicity of whistler waves depending on the source's sense of linkage or knottiness and thus inject helicity into the EMHD plasma. The simplest topologically complex antenna is two interconnected loops. With a current pulsed simultaneously through both loops, a nominal current field is created with net helicity, due to linkage. The sign of the helicity (positive/negative) is determined by whether the linkage is right-hand or left-hand. The inset of Fig. 2(a) shows a diagram of a right-hand antenna. Here one loop has its dipole moment parallel to B 0 , the other perpendicular. The resulting helicity density, A ? B, is integrated over planes perpendicular to B 0 . At t 0.3 ms it is seen that a stronger whistler wave packet has propagated in the 1z direction. Figure 2(a) shows that both integrated magnetic field energy density, R B 2 ͞2m 0 dx dy, and integrated helicity density, R A ? B dx dy, are stronger to the right of the source than to the left. Since the helicity is the total volume integral of the density, and has a value of H 27 mG 2 cm 4 , this directional antenna injects helicity into the plasma.
Unlinking the two loops by separating them by 4 cm in the x direction [as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b) ] reverts the integrated helicity density profile back to that of a single loop. Figure 2(b) shows that the right and left traveling wave packets are of equal intensity and carry equal but opposite amounts of helicity density for zero sum of helicity injection. This is consistent with the source lacking any helicity that it could transfer to the plasma.
Though not shown here for lack of space, a similar linked loop configuration has been tried in which both loops have dipole moments perpendicular to B 0 , one parallel tox the other parallel toŷ. The results are the same. Helicity is injected when the loops are linked, but is not when the loops are unlinked.
Helicity is not just manifested as the linkage of flux tubes. It is also characterized by the knotting of a single flux tube. The most basic self-connected knot is called a trefoil. Similar to linked loops, trefoils come in rightand left-hand varieties, which are mirror reflections of one another. Unlike the case of the linked loops, the right-or left-handedness of the knotted antenna remains unchanged when the direction of the applied current is reversed. The explicit equation for a trefoil knot source is (in cylindrical coordinates) r a͕1 1 cos 2 ͑3u͞4͖͒ ,
where a gives the length scale of the knot and is set to 3 cm here. The source is then given a narrow 1 cm Gaussian spatial distribution of current tangential to the line. The right-handed knot oriented to the ambient magnetic field is shown in the inset of Fig. 3 . Once again, a pulse is applied to the antenna during the simulation. In Fig. 3(a) the helicity density integrated over planes perpendicular to B 0 is shown at t 0.3 ms after turn-on. The result is similar to that of the linked loop source. The whistler wave packet traveling in the 1z direction is greater in magnitude than the one traveling in the 2z direction and hence there is positive helicity injection from the trefoil antenna. In Fig. 3(b) a left-handed trefoil is used to show that the antenna directionality is related to the sense of the knottiness in the source. There is an injection of negative helicity associated with the larger strength of the antiparallel ͑2z͒ traveling wave packet. Both right-/left-hand trefoils produce H 62020 mG 2 cm 4 of helicity. The simulation is run for each angle by pulsing the source. Only the helicity density integrated over transverse planes is calculated and plotted as a function of z in Fig. 4 . While all orientations produce net injection, the 45 ± orientation produces the greatest amount, H 2950 mG 2 cm 4 . However, the 0 ± case produces a larger ratio of forward to backward signal strength jH 1 It is shown that a fully 3D computer simulation of an ideal EMHD plasma with inductive source very well describes previously reported experiments [18] . More importantly, this is the first time to our knowledge that knotted sources have been shown to transfer magnetic helicity to the surrounding EMHD plasma via whistler waves. Inductive sources lacking in helicity, such as the simple loop, or unlinked loops do not inject helicity to an EMHD plasma because they launch equal strength whistler waves parallel and antiparallel to B 0 . The simplest linked and knotted sources (linked loops/trefoil knot) inject helicity by preferentially exciting waves in the 6z direction consistent with the sign of their linkage/knottiness. These antennas also have unique directionality characteristics. They have a preferred direction of maximum and minimum injection (although the preferred radiation direction does not change). This may be of importance to other EMHD plasmas such as the lower ionosphere, plasma opening switches, or helicon plasma sources. These results should also apply to MHD plasmas such as in tokamaks and space, where Alfvén waves can carry helicity in a similar manner. Finally, we speculate that a knotted antenna also exhibits directionality as a receiving antenna. Optimal signal transmission parallel to B 0 would occur from a right-hand transmitter trefoil to a right-handed receiver trefoil. Trefoil antennas in space may be useful to measure whistler helicities.
